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Patterns of diffusion in northern late Middle English: the case of <th> 

 

Numerous studies on northern late Middle English (Benskin 1982; Stenroos 

2004; Jensen 2012; Adamczyk 2015) indicate that the introduction of <th> in 

the North led to the emergence of a systemic distinction between /θ/ and /ð/ by 

means of two graphemes: <þ/y> and <th>. The analysis of northern late Middle 

English documents resulted in the identification of lexeme-specific preferences 

for either <th> or <þ/y>, with the, that and they showing strong preference for 

the latter (Adamczyk 2015). It is interesting to reiterate the question asked by 

Studer-Joho (2014: 12) “Are there any tendencies as to what path the diffusion 

of innovations in Middle English takes?” and try to look for patterns of spatial 

diffusion of <th> in the northern counties of mediaeval England. In this research, 

126 late Middle English local documents from Cumberland, Durham, 

Lancashire, Northumberland, Westmorland and Yorkshire were analysed. 

Documents used in the study were retrieved from the Middle English Grammar 

Corpus (Stenroos et al. 2011); maps were prepared on the basis of data 

extracted from an Electronic Version of a Linguistic Atlas of Late Mediaeval 

English (Benskin et al. 2013-). Documents were searched for lexical and 

grammatical words with word-initial <th>, <þ> and <y> representing /θ ~ ð/ 

(Lexical words proved homogenous in the use of <th> word-initially). Results 

were presented on descriptive, frequency maps showing values for separate 

locations, and used for testing modern diffusion models (Trudgill 1974, 1986; 

Hernandez Campoy 1999; Bergs 2006). Results seem to conform with Bergs’ 

findings since the innovative <th> appears to spread along main roads (the 

reference map showing the system of roads in mediaeval England was 

retrieved from Morgan (1984).  
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Proto-auxiliary do in Old English affirmative declaratives  

 

This paper explores the origin of auxiliary do in Old English affirmative 

declaratives. Many studies have analysed its development in Middle English 

(Ellegård 1953; Kroch 1989), but this study makes a novel contribution by 

considering the what we may call "proto-auxiliary" do in Old English. Since the 

earliest examples of this use of do are found in affirmative declaratives, it is on 

this construction that I focus.  

 

This paper takes as its starting point the construction do + infinitive in affirmative 

declaratives in Old English. This construction was already present in Old 

English as in "and treowa he deð DO færlice blowan INF", and may be 

considered the ancestor of auxiliary do in affirmative declaratives. I argue that 

this construction evolved into the auxiliary do, whose very first examples are 

attested at the beginning of the 14th century as in "Ant heo duden DO drohen 

INF". I will present data on the earliest instances of do that allows me to track 

the first developments, and this includes information about type of verb, type of 

subject, participants of the verb, adverbial expressions, genre and origin of text. 

I also analyse the role played by Latin, since the earliest examples of do + 

infinitive occur in texts translated from Latin and the same development has not 

taken place with the Latin equivalent facere.  

The corpus that I used for this survey is the Dictionary of Old English (DOE).  
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Kennings and Old English 

 

Kenning is a skaldic (Old Norse-Icelandic) term that is used to describe 

metonym compounds in Old Norse poetry and proses. These compounds are 

often complex - not just in terms of understanding, but also in linguistic 

(semantic) structure. They also claimed to have occurred in Old English 

literature. There are various kinds, or linguistic structures, that what people call 

kennings occupy.  

 

By collecting kennings and analyzing their differences, we can find that, in OE 

and ON lit, the repertoire of kenning-category is different. Some are kennings, 

and some are simple metaphors that could be found in a lot of other languages, 

formed through universality. It appears that at least in Beowulf, the kennings 

are semantically-simple compounds, translated very likely from a Greek source, 

which I will illustrate using Proto-indo-european phonology. These forms of 

simple compounds are also to be found in other Indo-european languages (Skt., 

Lat.), which will be illustrated in my poster/talk. 

 

In lieu of the difference in repertoires and types, Kennings in the sense Snorri 

described is a sum of regular simple Indo-european-wise compounds to be 

found in Germanic languages, and ON-exclusive compounds which are true 

kennings. Thus I argue we shall not call most compounds in Beowulf "kenning". 
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A study of meaning components and grammatical behaviour of Old English 

verbs of 'envy'.  

 

This study tackles Old English verbs of 'envy' so as to determine whether they 

form a consistent group if both meaning components and grammatical behavior 

are considered. The Thesaurus of Old English (2000) has arranged the lexicon 

of this language on a conceptual basis and has provided the inventory of 'envy' 

verbs, including the predicates æfestian, andian and ofunnan. Two main 

frameworks have laid the foundations of this research: on the one hand, Levin's 

(1993) model of verbal classes and alternations, according to which meaning 

determines the syntactic behavior of a verb; on the other hand, Role and 

Reference Grammar (Foley and Van Valin 1984; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997; 

Van Valin 2005; Van Valin 2014) and the linking system that relates semantic 

and syntactic representation, which have inspired the main criteria of verbal 

analysis: semantic valence (assignment of macroroles), syntactic valence 

(number and type of arguments a predicate can take), morphological case of 

arguments, prepositional government in argument-adjuncts, aktionsart type 

and juncture and nexus (units and relations holding in complex sentences). 

From a semantic perspective, Old English verbs of 'envy' generally express a 

covetous desire on the part of the experiencer to possess something that 

belongs to another person or entity. Syntactically, however, considerable 

differences arise concerning the number and type of alternations these verbs 

undergo, the prepositional government in adjuncts or their participation in 

simplex and/or complex configurations. All in all, this research has assessed 

the relevance of the aforementioned criteria to help redefine the boundaries of 

Old English verbs of 'envy' as to class membership. 
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Differences in Conceptualization of Terms Expressed by Greek and Semitic 

Words from the Gospel of John in the OE and ME Translations 

 

The presentation brings the comparative analysis of the Old and Middle English 

translations of Greek and Semitic (Hebrew and Aramaic) words from the Latin 

translation of the Gospel according to John. Most of these words express 

biblical terms specific for a culture temporally and geographically very distant 

from mediaeval English culture, and practically unknown to the English 

population prior to the evangelisation that took place in the seventh century. 

Therefore, the aim of the research was to explore how the OE and ME 

translators understood them and what specific procedures they applied to make 

them comprehensible to their contemporaries. The main focus of interest was 

on the morphology and etymology of words used in both translations.  

 

For the purpose of the research, St. Jerome's Vulgate from the 5th c was used 

as the common Latin source text, the West-Saxon Gospels from the 11th c, as 

the first target text, and Wycliffe's Bible, the later version, from the beginning of 

the 15th c, as the second target text.  

 

Since about six hundred years had passed between the source text and the 

first target text, and about four hundred years between the two target texts, 

considerable deviations were observed in the translators’ conceptualization of 

biblical notions, due to some socio-cultural and linguistic changes that took 

place over time. 
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Clause Length as a Test of Style in Old English Poetry? Some Preliminary 

Observations 

 

Old English poetry is characterized by its distinctive meter. While it is clear how 

this contributes to its sound and rhythm, the question of how meter and syntax 

might have been used purposely by poets to create meaning remains uncertain. 

Recent studies in Old English metrics have been characterized by an interest 

in this relationship, with formative works by scholars such as Daniel Donoghue, 

Mary Blockley, Haruko Momma, and Calvin Kendall establishing much of the 

theoretical and methodological groundwork. Yet few studies have attempted 

the practical application of such work for the interpretation of the poems 

themselves. This paper presents the preliminary results of an investigation 

focusing on the frequency and length of clauses in those Old English poems 

identified by R.D. Fulk as falling earlier on the spectrum of composition—

Beowulf, Guthlac A, Daniel, and Exodus. By means of statistical information 

regarding the distribution of clauses throughout these poems, in conjunction 

with an examination of their thematic and semantic meanings—in other words, 

what each is attempting to convey—this paper hopes to explore how Anglo-

Saxon poets could manipulate poetics in service to their own motivations. 
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Language Change Approach to 'As'-Prefixed Prepositional Topic Markers in 

English  

 

English prepositions have attracted attentions from scholars (Schwenter & 

Traugott, 1995; Rhee, 2002a & 2002b; Hoffmann, 2005; Brems & Hoffmann, 

2017, inter alios). Among those are topic markers to introduce topics into texts 

or discourses. This article aims to address as-prefixed prepositional topic 

markers such as as for, as to, as concerning, as concerns, as regards, as 

relates, as respects, as touching from a perspective of language change based 

on grammaticalization. For the emergence, evolution, and extinction of them, 

diachronic and synchronic corpora will be called upon.  

 

OED shows that as for and as to in the construction of [as + preposition] are 

the oldest cases among three as-prefixed prepositional constructions. As 

touching and as concerning in [as + Verb + -ing] are the second oldest cases. 

The construction of [as + verb + (e)s] (e.g., as concerns, as regards, as relates, 

as respects) is the youngest. The results taken from OED above will be 

compared with outcomes from the diachronic corpora of the HC (Helsinki 

corpus) and ARCHER. The synchronic corpus BNC (XML edition) analyzes 

distributional differences in mods, domains, and collocation controls of the as-

prefixed topic markers. Mechanisms of grammaticalization sheds lights on 

motivations and paths of their emergence, evolution, and extinction. 
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This and Thus throughout the History of English 

 

The focus of this paper is to explain how thus developed from the instrumental 

form of this (þȳs) and how this has been used in other manner expressions. 

The change from þȳs to thus starts from a quotative index in forward pointing 

function. Thus in backward pointing function in the 13th century is mostly used 

with verbs involving instrumental. This has happened because instrumental is 

semantically associated with manner (Schlesinger 1979). After, the verbs used 

with thus start including various types of verbs, and it becomes a sentence 

connective.  

 

Besides the change mentioned above, this is different from that regarding its 

use in manner expressions. The common path of use in deictic categories is 

person → place → time → discourse → manner (Heine et al., 1991). Yet the 

data from PPCME2 show that this has been used in various manner 

expressions e.g. in this wyse, or in this manner already in the 13th century, 

unlike the demonstrative that which starts being used in the manner category 

in the 15th century.  

 

This work explains why in English there is only one manner demonstrative, 

whereas other two or three term demonstrative systems have two or three 

manner demonstratives (König 2015). 
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Linguistic Complexity in Grammaticalization: A Case Study in the “be going to” 

Construction 

 

Linguistic complexity is a subject that has ignited strong disagreements among 

scholars and its measurement undoubtedly constitutes an intricate task. In this 

study, I examine how inflectional complexity changes diachronically through the 

emergence of new grammatical items in grammaticalization, focusing on the 

grammaticalization path of the extensively studied be going to construction of 

English (cf. Traugott & König 1991; Heine & Kuteva 2005 i.a.). My aim is to 

demonstrate that such changes can be conceived of as universal complexity-

alteration paths that take place in parallel to grammaticalization processes. An 

important theoretical commitment of this study is the distinction between two 

types of complexity: The first is static complexity –i.e. form-meaning 

correspondence ratio- that will be calculated by use of a metric system 

proposed by Piperski (2014). The second is dynamic complexity, based on 

Martinet’s (1975) notion of dynamic synchrony, which will be defined as static 

complexity divided by entrenchment degree of a language construction. 

Entrenchment degree will be taken to be analogous to type frequency -given 

that type frequency contributes to productivity (Bybee 1995;1997) and higher 

productivity leads to higher entrenchment (Langacker 1987;2008). For the 

estimation of frequencies, a corpus-based research has been conducted. This 

information will reveal the level of processing difficulty associated with each 

phase of the construction along its temporal continuum. By combining static 

complexity with processing difficulty, the estimation of complexity -understood 

both as a systemic concept and as a dynamic cognitive process at the same 

time- will offer us interesting evidence as to whether languages become simpler 

(Trudgill 2002;2011) or more complex (McWhorter 2001) or none of the above, 

in the passing of time. 
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On the article and aspect in English in view of their interplay and historical 

development 

 

Many years ago I proposed a theory of the so-called inverse relationship of 

markers of boundedness in verbs and nouns (Kabakciev 1984a; 1984b; 2000): 

when a language lacks markers of boundedness in verbs, they are present in 

nouns, and vice versa. The marker of boundedness in Slavic verbs is the 

perfective aspect. The major and prototypical marker of boundedness in nouns 

in English (and similar languages) is the article (definite and indefinite). Modern 

Germanic and Slavic languages perfectly demonstrate the relationship and the 

theory remains unchallenged. But a theory is always in need of sophistication, 

which in this case would involve, e.g., revealing more parameters of the loss of 

perfectivity (cf. ga- verbs in Gothic), of the gradual establishment of the regular 

pattern of the article (definite and indefinite), and the interplay (in both 

synchronic and diachronic terms) between the two phenomena. Taking into 

account Leiss' (2000) theory of the interplay between article and aspect in 

Proto-Germanic, the paper explores possible other approaches on the basis of 

proposals offering correct guidelines for research into any stage of the 

development of any Slavic or Germanic language. For example, if aspect and 

perfectivity are to be found in Modern English, seeking them solely in the verb 

is a hopeless enterprise. They must be sought in compositional aspect - and 

ultimately not in verbs but in nouns; similarly for any Germanic language in any 

stage of its development. Major thesis of the paper: the English article is a direct 

exponent of perfectivity and the misconception of the underlying mechanism of 

perfectivity through the article is an insurmountable impediment to 

understanding both aspect and nominal determination.  
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